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2gler ideally should have high eÆciency. That is, the out-
put is a continuous and coherent singlet state with no
noise. Then, at least in principle, standard noise mea-
surement techniques could be adopted to infer the degree
and type of entangled state produced. Although outside
the scope of this Letter, we consider elsewhere the issue
of resonance conditions for the quantum dot entangler to
enhance detection [37].
The quantum dot is analyzed in the coherent tunnel-
ing regime using the Anderson Hamiltonian with an on-
site Coulomb energy term U. We consider only a single,
spin-degenerate energy level for the dot, and there are no














































g is the lead label, k is the lead
electron momentum,  2 f"; #g is the electron spin, V

is the overlap matrix element between the dot and the
lead states, a^ ( a^
y
) is the annihilation (creation) operator
for the lead electrons, c^ (c^
y
) is the annihilation (creation)













+ U , in Fig. 1 are taken to be o resonance with the
leads. The left lead energy is below its quasi-Fermi level
so that the lead is full of electrons. The right leads are
empty. In addition, we set "
d
= 0, thereby referencing all
energies to "
d
. The lead energies "
;k
and the charging
energy U are left as parameters which can be adjusted to
consider dierent dot congurations.
In all cases, the three-port quantum dot is biased such
that single electron tunneling from the left lead to the













The lead energy level widths are narrow enough that en-
ergy overlap between dierent leads does not occur. How-
ever, two-electron virtual co-tunneling does conserve en-
















electron from the left lead to go to lead R
1
and the other
to go to lead R
2
. This is the energy conserving process
considered throughout this Letter.
In terms of a perturbation expansion in the tunneling
matrix element V , the lowest order contribution to the






Given the assumption that only one dot energy level is
relevant in this quantum dot, all higher-order terms con-
tribute to either the self-energy of the electrons or are
higher orders of two-electron co-tunneling. Therefore, a













where j0i is the zero-particle state of this model system.
This initial state is an arbitrary selection of two electrons
from the entire left lead T  0 ground state. Physical
quantities, such as current, can be found by summing








FIG. 2: Multiple paths by which two electrons can virtually
co-tunnel from the left lead through an empty dot to the two
right leads.

















































































within the left lead, and the two-electron nal















leads. The energy widths of the leads are denoted as Æ
L
for the left lead and Æ
R
for each of the two right leads.

















We consider rst the case of a spin-up and spin-down
electron tunneling through the dot to the output leads as
indicated in the Fig. 1. The initial state is Eqn. 2 with
 =" and 
0
=#. The time-ordering operator in the per-
turbative expansion [38, 39] leads to six paths comprising
twelve unique time-orderings by which these two elec-
trons can virtually co-tunnel through the quantum dot.
Each path has two time-orderings, one as shown in Fig. 2









nus sign due to the electron commutation relation when
the state is written in its \normal ordering" form. Due
to the coherent nature of the virtual tunneling process,
the six paths will interfere to produce the resulting -
nal state output. The six paths are presented in terms
of a singlet and a triplet contribution using the short-



































































is common to all















































































































































































The output states from paths I and IV do not incur a
charging energy U , while the remaining states do incur a
charging energy U during the virtual tunneling event.
It is now clear how the triplet states destructively in-
terfere. Paths I and IV , paths II and III, and paths
V and V I have triplet contributions which cancel. Only
singlet states remain, and the singlet contributions along
paths II and III and along paths V and V I are identi-





) in the denominator, indicating that the rst
electron to enter the dot along these paths was the L; k





) in the denominator, indicating that the
rst electron to enter was the L; k
0
electron. Combining
paths according to the electron which initially enters the
dot yields the following expressions. The triplet state

















































































































The interference of the singlet states is now clear. In
the absence of the charging energy U , the singlet states
in paths I, II, and III destructively and completely in-
terfere with those in paths IV , V , and V I. However,
the presence of the charging energy U adds an additional
contribution to each set of paths. This additional U -
dependent contribution contains a part which still de-
structively interferes between the two sets of paths, but
it also contains a part which constructively interferes,
leaving a residual singlet state at the output. Reinsert-























The remaining case is the virtual co-tunneling of two
electrons with the same spin. The input state is Eqn. 2
with  = 
0
. Due to the Pauli exclusion principle, only
paths I and IV can contribute to the output state am-
plitude. Since there are no singlet states in the same
spin case and the triplet states destructively interfere for
paths I and IV , there is no same-spin co-tunneling con-
tribution at the output.
The conclusion is that virtual co-tunneling through an
empty quantum dot in the presence of Coulomb inter-
action generates entangled electron spin-singlet states.
The physical meaning of equation 14 can be explained in
the following way. Two electrons (with possibly dier-
ent energies) virtually tunnel through the quantum dot
along six dierent paths (twelve unique time-orderings).
These dierent paths interfere with each other. Two of
the paths (I and IV ) do not include double occupancy
of the dot and, thus, incur no charging energy. The re-
maining four paths do incur a charging energy due to a
virtual double occupancy of the dot. The interference for
the triplet states is destructive and complete. That is, the
triplet state contribution of each path has an opposite-
parity partner with which it destructively interferes. The
result is independent of the charging energy U , since the
triplet states of those paths which do depend on charg-
ing energy destructively self-interfere, and those paths
which do not self-interfere also. There is no requirement
to \mix" the U -dependent and U -independent paths to
get the complete destructive interference of the triplet
states.
However, the system symmetry or \non-mixing prop-
erty" is broken in the case of the singlet states. The inter-
ference is destructive for the singlet states, but only com-
plete when the charging energy U = 0. For U 6= 0, the
destructive interference becomes imperfect, and residual
singlet state remains at the output. One perspective is
that the interference occurs between paths which share
the same electron in the rst tunneling event. For exam-
ple, there are three paths which share the L; k electron
rst tunneling into the dot. Call the L; k electron paths
set A and the remaining three L; k
0
electron paths set
B. Within each set, two of the three paths depend on
U and one does not. Therefore, within each set, there is
a mixing of paths which do depend and do not depend
on U . In the limit U = 0, the contributions of set A
4and set B are equal in magnitude and of opposite parity;
they cancel when summed. However, U 6= 0 breaks this
symmetry, creating a residual U -dependent contribution
that does not cancel when sets A and B are summed.
Admittedly, the choice of grouping paths into sets A and
B, while physically compelling, is nonetheless arbitrary.
It may be more appropriate to state that U breaks the
system symmetry, leading to a net singlet contribution.
The physical meaning of the same-spin case is similar.
The same-spin electrons can only form a spin-triplet state
at the output and, therefore, destructively interfere com-
pletely. Furthermore, the same-spin case only traverses
the dot along paths I and IV , which do not incur any
charging energy. In this sense, there is no non-linear in-
teraction to create an entangled state at the output, and
so, from this perspective also, the destructive interference
is complete.
The nonlinearity in this system, the Coulomb interac-
tion as manifest in the charging energy U , is necessary
to observe entanglement at the output. The optical ana-
logue to this system is a 
(3)
parametric amplier with
a vacuum state as its input. Two input photons, cre-
ated through spontaneous emission, interact within the

(3)
nonlinear medium and generate an entangled pair of
output photons. This is a four-wave mixing process; two
photons in and two photons out. The 
(3)
nonlinearity
mediates the entanglement in the photon case, whereas
it is the Coulomb interaction in the electron case. This
correspondence between nonlinear optics and Coulomb-
mediated wave-mixing may be applicable to other quan-
tum dot congurations and other electron or composite
particle systems that exhibit Coulomb charging behavior.
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